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The CMC model provides opportunity for a medium 
level of participation in the running of the co-operative.  
The CMCs do not act as landlords however they still 
have considerable say in day to day issues including:

• managing their own administration budget 
and may accumulate funds or obtain grants 
for special projects;

• prioritisation of maintenance;

• selecting new tenant members;

• CMCs usually elect a board, including office 
bearers such as chair, treasurer and secretary 
which each have specific duties.

CEHL manages: 

• maintenance

• collecting rent and following up any rent 
arrears;

• all property and tenancy expenses.

CEHL provides further assistance to members 
co-operatives such as;

• co-operative development regarding Co-op 
governance support and training

• financial administration completing BAS 
returns, maintaining financial records and 
preparing for the annual audit;

CEHL is a not-for-profit company limited by shares  
with each member co-operative holding a share.  
This structure was chosen to bring a higher level 
of accountability and transparency over its financial 
management. This has built trust and confidence in 
CEHL as a financially viable and sustainable housing 
provider to Government and private investors.

Under a regulatory scheme established by the Victorian 
Government for non-profit housing organisations, 
CEHL is registered as a housing association.  This 
is the category given to growth providers capable 
of operating at scale, leveraging private finance 
and undertaking property development. This 
requires it to comply with performance standards 
made under the regulatory scheme which relate to 
tenancy management, asset management, financial 
viability, community engagement, governance 
and management.  Compliance is monitored by 
the Housing Registrar appointed to administer the 
scheme.

As CEHL takes primary responsibility for meeting 
regulatory and funding requirements, it must ensure 
that its member co-operatives in turn also manage 
their housing in a manner consistent with these 
obligations.

Over time CEHL has developed a unique governance 
structure which enables its member co-operatives to 
be actively engaged in the strategic direction of CEHL 
and programme direction and development.  This is 
summarised as follows.

The Community Managed 
Co‑operative (CMC) Model

How is CEHL governed and regulated?


